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(Stephen:) Now that we’re started the series we want you to look at the similarities between then 
and now. See how they are lining up almost the same as back then. 

 

 ML# 2738: 26 - The U.S. fought to keep Japan from growing richer & more powerful than the 

U.S.--which they were already threatening to do before WW2. So by conquering Japan & 

refusing to let them fight any more wars, the U.S. has saved them billions upon trillions of 

Dollars, so they've been able to invest all their money in things that are profitable. And they've 

now grown to be the biggest economic power in the World! Who knows, they might even help 

bring about the economic crash of the U.S.! Lots of people in the U.S. are already angry at them 

& want retaliation for Japan's trade policies. They want trade barriers & trade sanctions against 

Japan.  That's what helped bring on the last Great Depression, when they passed a Trade 

Retaliation Bill in the U.S. Congress that put up trade barriers to America's greatest 

competitors, which were Germany & Japan. 

 

2020: On para#26: (Spirit helper:) Just like China today. And another very interesting point 
about this was brought out in your “Antichrist Rising” video about the “raiser of taxes” in 



Daniel chapter 11:20 & 21. After the raiser of taxes comes the man of sin. *Note the number 
11+ 
December 2021:  

Prophecy update: All is falling in line; the raiser of tariffs has fallen neither in war nor in 
anger. America has played her role in history. The whore was used and used and used again, 
and now she will be thrown to the dogs of war and will be destroyed. It was planned, as are 
all things that happen in your world today. Yes, there was a time when some of their plans 
would go amiss, but now these evil ones have sewn up the bag. You are seeing a fulfillment 
of Revelation 13: 16 where it says…All will receive the Mark of the Beast. All are being 
numbered right now, are they not? Are not all saleable items numbered? Are not all houses 
and businesses, yea every building numbered? Are not all these numbers in a computer? Is 
not the 666 system a computerized system connected to a central system computer,  a 
quantum computer? Yes to all, and now that all is in place, next comes the reset. All cash 
will disappear, and then the axe will fall. My Word is mysterious, and at times hard to 
follow, but that is either because it is not time to reveal My secret, or else My children are 
not delving deeply enough into My spirit, or they have not met all the conditions required 
to receive the next precious jewel I have for them.  
January 30, 2020 
China is in trouble that is certain. The leadership of that country and therefore many of the 
people of that country are in many ways overdue for judgment. They have closed their hearts 
to the gospel and instead chosen the way of cold, calculating science. They are building a 
society that is indeed a prototype of the fast-approaching final AC empire. They have long ago 
numbered all their citizens and taken almost total control over their lives. The hearts of many 
in this country have become as cold as their religion. Outwardly they pretend to be civil and 
civilized, but inwardly they have become mechanical and unfeeling toward others. China is 
somewhat like the kingdoms of man were before Babble. This country is as you said, a plague, 
eating up everything in its path, unstoppable, except by the Lord. This country is the epitome of 
consumerism and is eating the world alive. A virus like this can show them what their nature is 
like, if they will stop to listen. But you see, many of them have forgotten God, or worse, do not 
want to listen to Him. The curse does not causeless come. It is plain for God’s children to see, 
but many of them too are caught up in the evil tentacles of consumerism, and like God’s 
children in the US, are choosing the way of death. Do not fear putting in Revelation 22:19 as a 
warning; for it is only one of many sins and fornications that China is blatantly committing. Her 
cup is well filled. She will recover from this, but it will be as a sign to many that they are not as 
they like to think, totally in control of their destiny.  They have become as the hordes of 
Mongols who will sweep across the world consuming and destroying everything in their path. 
This plague will slow them down somewhat but will not dampen their desire for conquest. 
They have tasted of that bounty and want more and more. They will not stop here; they want 
the world to become Chinese. They will however meet their match in the form of the Son of 
Perdition. He will be far more evil than even they. The US have also filled their cup, however it 
is not yet time for judgment, even though in many people’s eyes it would seem overdue. 
America has a few more scenes yet to play before the final one plays out in all its horror. 

___________________________________ 
 
ML# 2738: 28 - Let's face it, the World has already crashed economically, & in some places 

governmentally, like the Soviet Union ( It was 1989), but they just don't know it. The Soviets are 

now beginning to believe it, but the rest of the World doesn't want to face it, & they just refuse to 

believe it, that's all, & about all that keeps them going right now is their faith in their system. The 



Soviets have already lost their faith, so their system crashed! The Americans, of course, think 

their system's never going to fail. They're going to get a great surprise when they finally realize 

it's already crashed & they're only living on borrowed money & borrowed time! 

 

2020: On para#28: (Spirit helper) This gave the Russians a head start. Having realized they’d 
crashed, they started to work toward a new operating system with a new leader at the helm. 
*What year did Putin take the helm? Early 2000 + 
 
December 2021 update prophecy:  
Is there only one component to a computer operating system? Of course not, there are 
thousands of chips and boards with all sorts of gadgets. Well, the One-World Operating System 
is also comprised of tens of thousands of components. 666 is one of the components and within 
this system alone are many components, the vaccine being one, and even the vaccine needs 
other components in order for it to work. The idea of vaccinations was foisted on man many 
years ago, and now it is a “known fact” that man needs vaccinations to survive in the jungle. 
And of course, tearing down the fabric of faith is another component. These Satan-inspired 
plans are an intricate, delicate web of lies and counter lies, but are also very top heavy and ear-
tagged for collapse. Just as has every system or society man has created eventually met its 
doom, so will this one. Man will never find peace and contentment in his systems. He will only 
find it in loving interaction with his Creator. In time, it will come to pass that man and God will 
achieve symbiosis. You and those like you are proof of that pudding.    
 
_________________________________ 
 
 

ML# 2738: 30 - Just honestly viewing World conditions right now, as far as I'm concerned, this is 

the beginning of the End! We just don't know how fast it's going to pick up speed & slide until it 

really hits bottom & the people begin to realize it is the end, & they're then willing to sell their 

bodies & souls to the Antichrist for food & security, food & peace. They've done it time & 

again throughout history, from the times of Joseph when the Hebrews sold their bodies for food & 

became slaves of the Pharaoh, until the days of the Antichrist when the nations of the World 

will do it again! Well, I just think it's about to happen! 

 

2020: On para#30: (Jesus speaking:) This gives you a very stark picture of reality; that of how 
little it really takes for man to sell himself out. “Skin for skin, yea, all that a man hath will he 
give for his life. Job 2:4, My children will learn how vital the Keys are in these days that are 
almost upon the world. The wilderness that is only accessible through the keys will be 
indispensible to your survival then. 
December 2021  
Prophecy update: It is happening, as simple as a vaccination. When someone’s faith is in a man-
created system, then that is where the devotees will run when pressure is applied. When man is 
sick, he runs to the medical system; when he needs money, he runs to his economic system; 
when he is tired, he runs to his entertainment system; when he is hungry, he runs to his fast 
food system; when he is in need of a spiritual fix, he runs to his religious system. Can true faith 
be found in the world today? Is God in their thoughts today? The time of great temptation has 
come upon the world to try and test the reins of man. This is indeed a time of gross darkness; 
the soul of man is darkened in its understanding. Man has become a sensual thing, driven by 
the pride of life, the lust of the eyes, and seeks only for the things that this world offers. Come 
out of her My loves, for great calamity is about to fall upon the world of men. Come out of her, 
and I will receive you unto Myself. 



________________________________ 
 
 

ML# 2738: 31 - We've said before that we might have seven, eight, nine or ten years to go. I don't 

know. But it's looking a little shakier all the time. And we've said the Antichrist has got to at 

least begin his reign seven years before Jesus comes, 3-1/2 years before he is all-powerful & 

the Tribulation begins. So we have conjectured & theorized that he's got to take over first & start 

reigning before the Tribulation can come. Well, the way things are going right now with the 

Soviet Union & the mess it's in, & the whole World is in, he could take over in 1992 (N. of Ed. 

2022?)! Things are that bad! 

 

2020: On para#31: (Stephen:) Take the Soviet Union out of this picture because the President 
has already proven he has the power to “miraculously resurrect”. At the same time exchange 
1992 with 2022, and at the same time stay open because no secrets have been revealed yet, 
only supposition. Para#36: Just like 
Dad was predicting here, Putin did indeed bring the Russian empire out of deep economic 
depression. 
December 2021 update prophecy:  
All is set for the final scene, and whether you see the Antichrist in person, or whether you only 
see his image on a TV or a computer screen, it matters little. The true power to run this 
enormous and intricate system comes from Satan himself. It is therefore Satan that will demand 
worship, and it is Satan working in the hearts of all those in the world who push his agenda. 
From the UN, to the politicians in each country, to the simple little nurse pushing the lethal 
injection into the arms of the compliant, to the banker whose greed drives him to enforce mask 
and vaccine compliance on his customers --all worship a system that is driven by the power of 
darkness, the engine of greed in a jungle where the meek are enslaved and the children of God 
are hunted and persecuted.   
 
________________________________ 
 
 
ML# 2738: 35 - Let's just say for the purpose of theory that it could be Yeltsin. I'm not saying it 

is. (Maria: His name is really something!) Yes, it's "yell" & "sin" both!--Ha! But anyhow, what 

if it was him? Okay, he's got a good start. And if things really crash there, he would have to 

start first by persuading his own people that he's going to save them, & do things to start 

saving them. And if it works there, the rest of the World is going to look on him as a 

superman: "He solved all those problems in the Soviet Union, maybe he could solve our 

problems too!" 

On para#35: (Stephen:) Or was Mr. Yell-sin yelling a warning to the world that the man of sin 
was about to enter on stage. Mr. Yeltsin announced Putin’s entrance on New Year ’s Eve 
1999. Any Y2K connections? See World Currents #97 paragraph 19 
December 2021  
Prophecy update: Isn’t hindsight wonderful; but more often than not regretful. However, in 
our case we can see that Mr. Yel-sin has long gone and his successor, Mr. Putin, has stepped in 
and revived the dying Russian bear. And now he sits on the top of the world directing affairs 
from behind the iron curtain. There is little doubt in many people’s mind that Russia was 
backstage during the Trump election and Brexit. In fact, Putin has been backstage since before 
he took control of the Soviet Union. He and his cronies are experts at influencing events on 
center stage whilst they themselves stay safe in the backstage shadows. Mr. Putin has gone 
quiet, but he is only having a refit, a makeup…you know just like actors spend time in the 



dressing room --fixing this and adjusting that on their costume and makeup, so is our man 
preparing for another demonstration of his acting ability. Putin is the most powerful man on 
earth. Those that think they pull his strings do not realize what monster is at the end of the 
strings they hold in their hands. Putin is a man, but what that man has yielded his soul to is the 
Dragon himself.  
Do you wonder what part China plays in this Endtime play? China in her greed for money is 
killing herself. She is like a black star sucking the resources of the world into the trade and 
industry sinkhole her leaders have created. In their lust for power, control and money they are 
blind to their imminent demise. China is the black horse that the Antichrist is riding, and he is 
no kind master. He has his whip out and is driving his mount mercilessly. No rest for the 
wicked, no rest for system slaves; if you want to dance you must pay the fiddler. Yes, My loves, 
there are no more system free rides. Not only China must pay the price, but the whole world 
must pay…you want in, then the price is your soul. China has forfeited her soul, given in 
servitude to the god of this world. China is now the beast’s whore; just as poor Gracie in The 
Green Door belongs to Coosa. So line up, worldlings, and get your ticket for the last ride. And 
as the last dance begins, I send My prophets to the ticket booths and gates. They stand at the 
display windows where trailers feature the next blockbuster…lies, all lies, thinly veiled in glitter 
and tinsel.  Fully vaccinated, blind and dumb, they fill the stadiums again, the football games 
and movie theaters, restaurants and entertainments halls, slaves to the master puppeteer. An 
empty sham, away from thinking, they tumble into the abyss.  
 
________________________________ 
 
ML# 2738: 36 - So let's assume that Yeltsin is the one, & the Lord allows Satan to give him the 

power to solve the situation , that will be a head start. And if he can solve the worst situation in the 

World today, which is the Soviet Union, he'd be smart enough to solve the rest of the World's 

problems too!--At least they'll think so. Things will get so bad that they'll be willing to look to 

anybody they think can save them, & if he becomes a brilliant genius showing supernatural 

powers, who wouldn't turn to him as a god & even be willing to worship him in the long run? 

 

Para#36:  (Stephen:) See para#31 comment. 
December 2021 update prophecy:  
What if the Antichrist has already been revealed? My Word does not say that someone is going 
to stand on a podium and announce to the world, as he points to the man behind a 
microphone, that here stands the Antichrist…then everyone claps. Let’s study the scripture on 
this event shall we.  
Daniel 9:27 And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week: and in the midst of the 
week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of 
abominations he shall make it desolate, even until the consummation, and that determined 
shall be poured upon the desolate.  
Daniel 11:31 And arms shall stand on his part, and they shall pollute the sanctuary of strength, 
and shall take away the daily sacrifice, and they shall place the abomination that maketh 
desolate 
I created the new temple in 3 days as was prophesied by Me to the Jews (John 2:19). Any man 
that receives Me receives eternal life. The old temple of the flesh is born again into a new 
temple of the spirit. And in the heart of that new temple that was built without hands I created 
the Holy of Holies, and in the Holy of Holies you will find the Ark of the new covenant, where I 
live, I and My Word and the Keys are one. The days come that I will make a new covenant...I 
will ...write (My law) in their hearts (Jeremiah 31:31) 



The old covenant, which is the Laws of Moses, passes away at the time of rebirth or rebuilding 
of the temple of God and a new covenant is given. The Word that I speak unto you is spirit and 
life. My Word gives eternal life. The Laws of Moses are replaced with the Law of Love.  God is 
Love and to maintain that love the Ark requires constant refilling with the Words of life. The 
flesh profits nothing; it is dead and gone at rebirth. Once saved always saved, but whilst the old 
flesh remains, in order to maintain the temple in good order during this time before the 
consummation, a constant feeding on the leaves of the Tree of Life must be sustained.   
My true worshipers, who worship in spirit, enter the Holy of Holies in prayer and oblation, 
which is the sacrifice I require. That is where I sit --in the temple of your heart and that is where 
you worship Me. This is where the Devil wants to sit, in the human heart. Where does Satan 
gain entrance to the heart? It is through the mind. That is where he manipulates and twists and 
steals the faith of the masses. Through the deceitfulness of riches, he gains entrance to the 
heart. Where your treasure is, there is where your heart is also. To counteract this attack on 
your mind, you have to put on My mind, again the Keys are the easy way to putting on My 
mind and heavenly thought power. This is the age of grace; faith is the coinage, so by 
destroying faith in Me and replacing it with faith in his system,  man then becomes a puppet on 
his string.  
Only faith in My Word can reverse this trend.  Only a personal relationship with Me, heart to 
heart, in the holy of holies of your heart can repair the breach the enemy has made. But first, 
My dears, you must come out of the world and turn your backs on the fluff, froth and bubble of 
empty pursuits that is your life. To regain the joy of your salvation takes sacrifice. It takes 
oblation on a daily basis. It is not a one-time thing. My Word requires you to forsake all. He 
that wishes to be Mine and Mine alone, a disciple, must forsake his own life.  

The numbering has begun. The ticket sellers have their booths everywhere in every country 
all around the world. They are not happy with a mere trickle; they want the lines to be full and 
constant. The Devil requires that all the world receive his mark, his number. They shall pollute 
the sanctuary of strength, the human heart, where I live --My kingdom is within you. They will 
break down the walls, for the kingdom of heaven will suffer violence. So they oppress a man 
and his house, even a man and his heritage.(Micah 2:2).  

I seek worship out of a clean heart, out of free will and choice. Man chose Satan in the 
garden of choice, so My physical presence withdrew. At My departure from earth 2,000 years 
ago, I destroyed the last vestige of physical worship by taking away the temple in Jerusalem 
and all that was therein. It was the Devil that inspired man to reinstate temple/church worship 
in order to keep man from entering the new covenant (John 4: 21-24). I tell you plainly that the 
daily sacrifice I require is worship in spirit and in truth. The last hours are upon Satan, and he is 
hell-bent on destruction. My true worshippers will never bow the knee to him, so he comes in 
by force of nature to natural man. “For the natural man receiveth not the things of the spirit for 
they are foolishness unto him!" Satan is after you, My loves.  Do not be misled. You are his 
target, just as I was his target when I walked the earth. You are his enemy. You are his greatest 
threat as you stand at the ticket gates and entrances to Hell, imploring the world to turn from 
their fornication and whoredom. But do not fear, My brides, I give you Myself--I am the 
greatest of your spiritual counterparts and the mightiest opponent of these who try to oppose 
you!  

________________________________ 
 
 
ML# 2738: 37 - I'm just theorizing & conjecturing that if it were to be Yeltsin & all these things 

would suddenly happen, then it could be that the Bible & the prophecies regard that as though 

his reign has already begun; in fact, began last year!-- Which would mean that there's only 

two-&-a-half years until he'd be supreme! Maybe the Prophets & the Lord would consider that 



his reign began when he was first chosen by Satan to be his Antichrist. That could be even two or 

three years ago, savvy? Whoever it is, in the language of prophecy, his reign could have already 

begun when he was first chosen by the Devil to become the Antichrist, & he could have already 

been ruling behind the scenes. So the crux, "the midst of the week," may come sooner than 

we anticipate! 

 

On para#37:  (Stephen:) See prophecy on page 9 & 10 of Part 1 in series. This prophecy was 
given before I read this section on this letter. Please keep in mind that this ‘article’ is given 
in chronological order. 
December 2021  
Prophecy update: My loves, My brides, My ardent ones, I would not have you ignorant, for 
you are My very own, and in love I tell you that faith remains the coinage of My present 
Kingdom, the one that is within you. Do not labor over the times and the seasons, only 
know this one thing --that it has begun. The sandglass has been turned for the last time. 
The last lap has begun. You have entered the stadium, and as Satan’s runners turn up the 
heat, so will I come in more strongly. The time of full possession is upon you. Keep your 
keys close. Be ready to lift them at a moment’s notice, for they are the power for this final 
hour. Stand your ground; hold your positions. You are called as Jeremiah was called. This 
was your calling from the beginning, and it will continue until the day of My physical 
return.  
Dec 21, 2021 Looking to the New Year 
(Spirit helper speaking:) Here we are, the closing of one year and the beginning of the next. A 
new year is dawning on this world, and with it come new wars, new grounds, and new gifts. 
You have made it through 2021 faithfully. You have searched and found many of all the gifts we 
had lined up for you. You took each gift you found with faith, and for this you are blessed.  
Now, this coming year will also hold gifts for all, but some of them will not be as pleasant to the 
natural man as recent ones have. Some gifts will be the gifts of hardship, the gifts of humility, 
the gifts of selflessness. As they come, you will be tested. And receiving them will not be easy. 
But hold that fast which thou hast, letting no man take your crown. If you do not take the gifts 
given to you, then they will be passed to those around you who are willing to receive.  
We are entering the final meters of the Grand Race. Stakes are high, muscles are tense, and the 
pace quickens to electrifying speed.  
You will be tested. As each day, week, month, and year passes you will be tested with greater 
and greater trials. Things will not get easier. They will only get tenser and more chaotic as each 
year passes. Deeper into the Spirit you must go, staying vigilant, for the attacks are intensifying. 
Remember the gifts we have placed before you, for they come in many shapes and sizes. Some 
you will not notice as gifts, but they are gifts all the same and will help you along if you use 
them correctly. That is why we are here, to whisper to you, to show how to yield and be humble 
and receive these gifts. Open your eyes to the Spirit. See no longer through the flesh but open 
your spiritual eyes so that you may run the race rightly. There are many hurdles yet in your way, 
and tripping over just one will put you far behind. So run with patience the race that is set 
before you, looking unto Jesus, the Author and Finisher of your faith. Don’t look to your Self, 
your own pride, for this will be your downfall. Humbling things are coming, so those who lean 
on their pride and image will stumble and be broken. Take nothing personally, just keep 
running! Always keep this truth in the forefront of your mind --that you are racing for the finish 
line and anything that happens along the way is of little concern compared to winning. This is 
the spirit that you must possess. The do-or-die spirit of the Revolutionaries of David! This is the 
last lap… nothing else matters but to reach that finish line… 
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________________________________ 
 

 

ML# 2738: 42 - If he's already been reigning from behind the scenes through the ACs taking 

over the World as they have, then 1992 ( 2022?) could be his coronation year!--If they let 

the World's economy crash clear to the bottom, which could happen the way it's going! When 

the World's hit bottom & there seems no other way, no other hope & everything is a 

mess--which could be 1992 (2022?) as fast as it's going right now--they could present him as 

the solution, & the World would receive him in no time! I'm just trying to show you how it 

could happen sooner than you think, & sooner than we've expected! 

 
On para#42: (Stephen:) Keep in mind we are locking these things in our hearts for now. 
December 2021  
Prophecy update: Yes, his corona year indeed…now to seal his coronation with the kiss of 
death, a lethal injection from the black widow himself. He loves no man or God but himself. He 
devours all that oppose him, and he sits as king over the whole world. Submit or die, he 
declares as he sits in his vile web of wickedness. Fret not, My dearest ones, for I have not yet 
played My hand.  I will wipe that filthy smirk right off of that worm’s face. You are My hand, 
and through you I will wield the greatest power this world has ever seen. Be faithful, My lovers. 
Be yielded in My hands and My power will flow through you as we near the finish line of this 
millennia. Checkmate.  
______________________________ 
 
 
ML# 2738:  43 -This is all guesswork & conjecture, but I go a lot by sense & feelings in the 

Spirit, & they've usually been right. And the closer it gets, the more I feel it, & that's the way it 

looks! The thing is, the way I feel & the way things look, the Revelation of the Antichrist & his 

takeover, & the beginning of the Tribulation, could happen in 1992! (N.ofEd. 2022?) So, are 

we ready? Are we doing all we can? 

 

Para#43: See comment on para#42 
December 2021  
Prophecy update: All that is required, My precious love doves, is your obedience to the Words 
of David --to love Me intimately, to connect seamlessly with your mates in both realms, to feast 
on Me as eagles to the carcass, to eat My body and drink My blood, for us to become one. To 
warn the wicked of their ways and to call and call and call to those passing by, pleading them to 
turn back and leave the system behind for that is where the widow lurks. Implore them that the 
only way is the faith way. The just shall live by faith is your motto now. Lead them with the keys 
of the wilderness through the Red Sea.   
______________________________ 
 
ML# 2738: 47 - If he is alive now & he is the ACs' "Supreme Lord" that they're preparing 

to present to the World as its savior, then they have been preparing the World for him! Which 

means, he & they are already calling the shots from down below! And if he is already calling 

the shots through the ACs & they're already running the World, as we know they are, then 

he's already running the World, he's already reigning through them right now, but 

secretly! And when they drag the World into such a mess & down to the very bottom, 

maybe in 1992, (N.of Ed. 2022?) it will be the ideal time to reveal him, to introduce him to 

the World! "Here's the man who can solve all your problems, if you'll fall down & worship 

him & his Image!" 



 

ML# 2738: 48 - I could see how that could easily happen in 1992 (N.of Ed. 2022?), if things get 

bad enough!--And they're certainly planning that they will! The ACs are ruling the World right 

now, & he's ruling the World through them, so he's already reigning! Good night, it certainly 

looks like he's reigning! The Devil is certainly reigning, as bad as things are, & they're going to get 

worse, they're not going to get better. The way things are going right now, they could hit bottom 

in 1992  (N.of Ed. 2022?) & the ACs could reveal him! "Here's the man who can solve all your 

problems!" And the World would not hesitate to fall down & worship him!--Which would be the 

beginning of the second half of his reign, when he would set up the Abomination of 

Desolation & the Tribulation would begin! 
 

ML# 2738: 50 - I'll tell you, over half the U.S. Senators are ACs ( At that time in 1991, imagine 

how it must be now in 2020!), so they're running the U.S., & they're running the World already! 

All they're doing is maneuvering things to bring about such a crash that it will hit such a 

bottom that the World will be willing to receive their "Supreme Lord," which could be in 

1992  ( 2022?), the way things are going! We were hoping the Lord would give us more time, but 

I'd say 3-1/2 more years is quite a bit of time! 

 

Para#50:(Stephen:)  Yes this is even truer today; see your blog on the eagle standard. 
Called:”Aquilifer”: https://mystical-bible.com/the-aquilifer/ 
December 2021  
Prophecy update: It is finished everyone. The game is almost over. The Devil and his men believe 
that they have the game sewn up…how many more lockdowns are required before all the world  
succumbs to the inevitable? How long before these silly demonstrators say uncle? Not long now, 
after all, how can the faithless hold out when all they have is the system? They don’t even see My 
lifeline hanging there in mid stage; the spotlights are too bright. They and their leaders and their 
pastors and their false prophets are blind, dumb and faithless. I will keep you, My warriors, as 
you continue to preach to this untoward generation, this last generation. You are My fig trees. 
You have budded and are now bringing forth the leaves of life to those that will listen in this last, 
dark hour.   

 
______________________________ 
 
ML# 2738: 54 - May I suggest the possibility that the World Crash could happen (N. of E. or 

finish happening!) in the year 1992  (N.of Ed. 2022?), & the Antichrist could arise & take over 

in that year! Maybe the Family will get on the ball & think maybe that's actually going to happen! 

It might help them to serve the Lord a little bit better & make their kids behave a little bit better. 

(Maria: The Lord's already telling us we've got to make some very big changes, become much more 

geared to winning souls than making sales.--Forget such emphasis on support & just trust the 

Lord! So that in itself shows that the Lord is preparing us for the Tribulation, when we may not 

even be able to get out Videos!) Exactly! Get your eyes off of the Dollar signs & the means, & on 

to the Lord! Just like in our early days, we were simply trusting the Lord, we never knew 

where our support was coming from!  

 

ML# 2738: 55 - Although they're good tools & they're a good witness, the Lord doesn't want 

them to become a crutch ! He wants to show that He can do it with or without the means, & 

that we shouldn't lean on the arm of flesh. That's what happened to ancient Israel. They began to 

lean on the arm of flesh & their own strength & their own means, & the Lord rebuked them for it & 

told them not to look to those things, but to look to Him, & He would sustain them. (Jer.17:5-8.) 

 

https://mystical-bible.com/the-aquilifer/


Para#55: (Spirit helper:) Once again the call to live by faith alone is given. The keys of faith are 
your lifeline. 

 
 
 
December 2021  
Prophecy update: Do you see how all these sayings have come to pass? At times, David’s 
children thought his Words were that of an old wizard, for many and varied were David’s tales 
and dreams and stories and surmisings. But there is truth there, My loves. Listen and heed the 
Words of David, for they are My Words to this generation. David was sent by Me to herald in 
the Time of the End. I tell you, the theater doors are about to close. The lines will thin and have 
already thinned in many countries. Many people don’t even know Me, and many others will not 
listen until that final minute when I bust open those doors and steal the show. Yet, still I tell 
you, My brave prophets of the End, stand your ground until all have passed by your position. Be 
faithful unto the end --right up until the day I come and snatch you away, right out of his 
bouncer’s hands.  

 
 
 

*** 
 

Comments on “It Could Happen This Year—1992  Part 2”  (ML# 2739) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ML # 2739: 41 - Okay, I'll drop the last bomb. What I've just outlined is something you already 

know. But the shocking new thing that came to me is this: We have always said that according to 

the Bible the Antichrist is to reign for how many years? (Family: Seven years.) (Dan.9:27.) And 

the initiation of his reign is to begin with what? (Family: The signing of the Covenant.) A 

Covenant of some kind, some kind of an agreement or contract with somebody to make some 

kind of peace. 
 

On para #41: (Stephen:) What year did Trump and Kushner get the Jews to sign this agreement? 
January 2020. Dad points out in the next few paragraphs that the agreement is in reality with 
the AC’s because they are the ones who are running the world. They have all the money and all 
the power and are the ones who ultimately put the AC into power, which basically means that it 
doesn’t truly matter if the world or the Palestinians agree or not. At present, they, the AC’s are 
trying to keep the peace as much as possible. 
But as the Bible points out eventually the AC himself will get tired of all the behind-the-scenes 
nonsense and break the covenant. *Daniel 11+ He’ll throw the agreement and the Jews and the 
Palestinians and the world into the booby hatch and demand worship of himself. We all know 
the story. Anyway, we are only speculating here; but if we add another six months onto the 2 
and a half years we received at the beginning of this study we have 3 years. Remember we are 
only speculating.. no harm in that is there? So let’s say the AC reveals himself half a year before 
the tribulation starts, everyone finds their place over the following six months and so on and so 
forth. Let’s keep studying. Apparently just today it says that the Palestinians have offered a 
counter proposal. The interesting thing to remember is that although we’ve always thought of 
it as a peace proposal, it actually never is a peace proposal according to Daniel 11. Lots of lies 
and counter lies but no agreed-upon peace. 
 
______________________________________ 
 
 

ML # 2739: 53 - Do you recall who was running against FDR? Come on, you're supposed to have 

studied some history! Well, who was president when FDR was elected? I'll bet you can tell me 

that! Who was the president on whom they blamed the Depression?--A guy whose name began 

with two H's--Herbert Hoover! What was his party? Come on! FDR ran against him & FDR was 

a Democrat. So Hoover was a Republican president, & he was a whole lot like Bush. He refused 

to recognise that there was a Depression. He refused to recognise that things were getting 

worse & not better. And do you know what he kept saying? "Prosperity is just around the 

corner!" It always reminds me of that cartoon of the bum who's going around this block that 

looked like it has about a hundred corners, & he was going around, looking around each corner 

saying, "Which corner?" 

 

On ML # 2739:#53: (Stephen:) Hoover was a Republican, Trump is a Republican, FDR was a 
Democrat and was voted into power in 1932 and then 7 years later he took the USA into 
World War 2…very interesting. Could the Democrats be the last political power in the 
USA….interesting…it says in Daniel 11:20 that the raiser of taxes will be destroyed neither in 
anger or in battle. We brought this out in our video “Antichrist Rising”. What happens in the 
very next verse? The AC rises…interesting. 

December 2021  
Prophecy Update: Looking back, it is so easy to see how it is all working out. Trump played his 
trump card…now the Democrats are in. Biden is pushing all the wrong buttons and will go down 
with the ship. Let’s read Daniel 11: 20 and 21 to see what My Word says next. Daniel 11:20 Then 



shall stand up in his estate a raiser of taxes in the glory of the kingdom: but within few days he 
shall be destroyed, neither in anger, nor in battle. And in his estate shall stand up a vile person, 
to whom they shall not give the honor of the kingdom: but he shall come in peaceably, and 
obtain the kingdom by flatteries. 
____________________________________ 
 
 

ML # #2827: 16 - Before William Branham died, that great & humble prophet, one of the last 

revelations & visions he had was that the final ruler of the United States who was going to 

bring the U.S.A. to its doom & would be the worst ruler they ever had, would be a very 

beautiful, but very cruel woman. You say, "But she's not elected President [Hillary], she's not 

even Vice President! Even if Clinton got shot, she wouldn't take over." How do you know she 

wouldn't take over?--She might if she had enough power by that time & the people worshipped 

her enough like they're worshipping Clinton. She's already taking over! If anything happened to 

Clinton, I think she could rule the roost over Gore!--Or if anything didn't happen to her husband, 

she'd still obviously rule the roost! She obviously does rule the roost! Branham said, "A beautiful 

but very cruel woman will rule the United States in its last days." Some people thought maybe it 

was Jackie Kennedy when she & John came along, & I think she was kind of a prototype. (ML: 

Another Sign of the End!) 

 

June 10, 2020-- (The following prophecy came after asking Jesus whether we should share what 
we were receiving about Putin with Andres of audiokey.com) 
(Jesus speaking:) Step out by faith My love, no gain no pain as they say. It’s true that you aren’t 
David, but you are called to be a little David and a prophet. In looking at the history of 
prophets, you very quickly realize they had no reputation, because they couldn’t afford to 
have one. The things that I had to say through them often went against the grain and so 
went the ministry, almost always pushing the opposite way, upstream  hardly ever with the 
flow and the mainstream. So learn by doing, call on the keys of revelation, boldness and the 
spirit of David your king and tell *your brother+ what you think. I love you and will come in 
behind you as you step out by faith. 
 

____________________________________ 
 

 
Notes: 
 

Number 11: 

1.   Biblestudy.org: Number 11 is important in that it can symbolize disorder, chaos, and 

judgment. 

2.   “Russia's self-confidence stems mainly from the perception that the vast nation, which 

stretches from the Baltic to the Pacific, spanning 11 time zones, has already "been a global 

power for several years when it comes to economic growth," as Vladimir Putin said. 

 

 

 

3. ML # 3278:11 -  (Jesus speaking:) Putin has been nurtured by Satan since childhood. He 

has been groomed for this hour.  (World Currents #97) 



4.  ML 346: 23 - “This beast with the "great IRON teeth" corresponds to the legs of IRON in the 

Daniel 2 image and is, of course, Rome They give a little more detail about the final 10 united 

nations of the Antichrist than was given in the 10 toes of the Daniel 2 image.  We are told here 

that  ANOTHER, AN ELEVENTH HORN, RISES UP AMONGST THE 10 AND 

OVERTHROWS 3 OF THEM, thereby evidently gaining power over all of them.” 

5. ML # 2739: 97 - I was only a lad of about 11 years of age in the last Depression, but I was 

old enough to read the newspaper & hear the news on radio, & this is just exactly the way it 

began! The news began to be all about the latest lay-off, the latest bank failure, the latest 

business failure. That was the main news!--And that is the main news we're hearing about the 

U.S. now! Only this time it is bigger & worse! And if you ask me, the slowness of it will 

not continue! I believe it's going to be faster, & I just don't see how 1992  (Now 2022!) 

can keep from being any less worse than 1932! 1932 is when it really hit bottom! They 

called that one the Great Depression--I don't know what they're going to name this one!--

The "Greater" or the "Greatest" or the "Awfulest"? Maybe they'll call it "Depression 2," but 

that would be a mild name for it! It'll probably be the Worst Depression! ( Or just “The 

Great Confusion!?”) 
 
 
ML # #3278:10 - Satan is very agile, ready at all times to adapt his style to the situation, and 

now he is fine-tuning his strategy in order to take full advantage of the climate of the day which 

he himself has created in Russia. He has rallied his own among both the hierarchy as well as 

the common folk in this vast land, nurtured them along for this time when they are ripe and 

ready and in need of a leader such as Vladimir Putin--a man of action, a man of guts, one 

who is strong to lead. 
11. Putin has been nurtured by Satan since childhood. He has been groomed for this hour. 

Everything in his life--his upbringing, his schooling, his career, his interactions with others, the 

choices he has made, the voices he has heard in the night seasons--has been preparing him for 

this day. The Evil One has been working on him. Satan hopes that through Putin he will have 

one who is open and yielded to his will and ways and whims, a perfect pawn in his hands, one 

who will choose to advance his cause. 

12. Keep your eyes on this grand match featuring Putin and pray for My insight into 

the moves on the board, for they are of great significance to the world. One match is over as 

it is checkmate for this king, Yeltsin. Yet the tournament continues. With this move and strategy, 

Satan makes an advance in setting the stage to reveal the Antichrist. And this move is not just 

one step, but a giant leap toward this end. 

13. I have called you, My children, to watch and pray. Be sober, be vigilant, be diligent 

in prayer. Everything you see and hear around you has significance, therefore you must discern. 

You must keep your eyes open, your ears attentive, your spirits pure and clean, your channels 

finely tuned to My direction if you are to not be ignorant of Satan's devices. 

14. I call you to stand watch and pray, to work My works while you can, for the night is 

fast falling. (World Currents! No.97)  

 
 
A Bible, but no e-mail 
 
(From interview with Vladimir Putin by Richard Stengel, Time magazine)  
RS: What role does faith play in your leadership?  
Putin: First and foremost, we should be governed by common sense. But common 
sense should be based on moral principles first. And it is not possible today to have 
morality separated from religious values. 

 



Have you read the Bible? Putin: Yes, I have. And the Bible is on my plane.  
(END 093) 
 

ML # 2500: 40 - The Devil reads the Bible too, you know. I'm sure the Antichrist probably 

even reads the Bible, has read it & knows what it has to say about him, & he intends to 

fulfill it! But the Devil doesn't know anything new, he just imitates the Lord. If Jesus is the 

Messiah, the Saviour of the World, then he wants to be that too. And if Jesus reveals Himself by 

appearing & doing miracles & saving people, Satan wants to do that too, to win their hearts to 

follow him. If Jesus has promised a thousand-year Millennium of righteousness on Earth, His 

Kingdom right here on this Earth, the Devil wants to imitate that too! He tries to imitate almost 

everything that God has done or is going to do!  
 
 
 
Excerpt from The Silver Chair. By C.S. Lewis: 

 
"We had been told to look for a message on the stones of the City Ruinous," said Scrubb. 
"And we saw the words UNDER ME." 
The Knight laughed even more heartily than before. "You were the more deceived," he 
said. "Those words meant nothing to your purpose. Had you but asked my Lady, she could 
have given you better counsel. For those words are all that is left of a longer script, which in 
ancient times, as she well remembers, expressed this verse: 

Though under Earth  

and throneless now I be,  

Yet, while I lived, 

 all Earth was under me 

 
From which it is plain that some great king of the ancient giants, who lies buried there, caused 
this boast to be cut in the stone over his sepulchre; though the breaking up of some stones, and 
the carrying away of others for new buildings, and the filling up of the cuts with rubble, has left 
only two words that can still be read. Is it not the merriest jest in the world that you should have 
thought they were written to you?" 
This was like cold water down the back to Scrubb and Jill; for it seemed to them very likely that 
the words had nothing to do with their quest at all, and that they had been taken in by a mere 

accident. "Don't you mind him," said Puddleglum. "There are no accidents. Our guide is Aslan; 

and he was there when the giant King caused the letters to be cut, and he knew already all things 
that would come of them; including this." 

 
 
 

*** 
 

 
 
To be continued… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 


